Abstract. For a class of two order systems with single input and non-minimum phase, this paper uses backstepping design method to design the controller and studies the Euler programming problem. But unlike the traditional backstepping design, this paper did not use the method of hinge compensation, but there is an inversion of the differential calculation and the use of computer program approximate calculation method. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposed method is effective.
Introduction
Backstepping control method is also called inverse method and reverse recursion method. The main idea is to decompose the high dimensional nonlinear system into several subsystems. Each subsystem is designed to select a hypothetical control to achieve local control objectives. It is starting from the system furthest and introduces the reverse control input until the launch of the whole system, so as to design a real controller. The design advantages of the system can be structured and systematic to solve the problem, which is convenient to deal with the uncertainty and unknown parameters of the system. What's more, it is also a kind of recursive design method of nonlinear system. The design method of backstepping control, due to its unique structural design process and the ability to deal with the non-matching uncertainties, can be well used in the control system design of the missile, the high speed aircraft and so on.
Model Description
In the condition of unknown input, the backstepping control method reverses derivation step by step forward from the final result through the expected control results. Finally, the control variables are derived to make the system gradually stable until the method of complete control system design is completed. This section is mainly about the derivation of the formula of the inversion method and the modification of the program. Two order inversion control model is as follows:
Through the design of u to achieve the purpose of changing the control law. Inversion of control law:
According to the control principle and the assumption of a two -order control model, this section designs the angle of attack tracking inversion controller.
Through the design of u, make 1 
Simulation And Program
According to the formula, the inversion procedure of the control law is derived as follows: clc; clear; close all; dt=0.001;tf=1; x1d=2;x2d=1;x1=-5;x2=5;u=0;se1=0; for i=1:tf/dt; t=i*dt; dx1=5*x1+x2; dx2=7*x1+8*x2+u; e1=x1-x1d; se1=se1+e1*dt; x2d=-5*x1-500*e1-se1*200; e2=x2-x2d; de1=dx1; dx2d=-5*dx1-50*de1+0*e1; u=-(7*x1+8*x2-1*dx2d)-10*e2; x1=x1+dx1*dt; x2=x2+dx2*dt; x1p(i)=x1; tp(i)=t; end plot(tp,x1p);
Simulation Results
According to the above inversion controller design and the inversion procedure, We carried on the digital simulation and obtain the simulation curve as follows:
Simulation curve Through simulation curve, we can see that the control law makes the infinite close to the ideal value and the approach of fast, smooth. The program can not only vividly reflect the rapid and stable system, but also play a role in reducing the reaction time by making the simulation through MATLAB .
Conclusions
The traditional inversion design takes into account the rigorous problem when the Lyapunov method is used to prove the theory so that the compensation design method of hinge is adopted. But in fact, the compensation is not obvious to the stability of the control system. Therefore this paper designs the inversion controller for second order system without hinges compensate. And by programming and simulation analysis, it shows that without compensation, the system is still able to maintain stable, and has good dynamic performance. Obviously, the inversion controller design method proposed in this paper has the advantages of simple design and easy realization. 
